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QUESTION NO: 1 
 

Two resource policies cover the same resource. The first policy resource definition is not as

specific as the second policy.

 

Which resource policy takes precedence and why?
 

A. The first policy takes precedence because it is the first match in the rule list and first match

stops processing.

B. The second policy takes precedence. Unless you specify that the first rule is marked to stop

processing, the system continues to check for matches until it reaches the last match and it takes

that rule's action.

C. The second policy takes precedence because it is most specific and the system works on

longest match.

D. The second policy takes precedence because all rules are always evaluated and the last match

it finds controls the action.
 

Answer: A

 

 

QUESTION NO: 2 
 

You need to validate that your users have the desired access prior to letting them access the IVE.

You do not know their passwords.

 

What can you do to verify their access?
 

A. run a policy simulation from the console, select role mapping and all policy options

B. run a policy trace from the GUI, select role mapping and all policy options

C. run policy simulation from the GUI, select role mapping and all policy options

D. run a policy trace from the console, select role mapping and all policy options
 

Answer: C

 

 

QUESTION NO: 3 
 

What are two benefits of using SSL? (Choose two.)
 

A. SSL is a network layer protocol so it provides easy access to large numbers of users with

minimal configuration.

B. Remote Access with SSL only requires a web browser on the client for basic access.

C. While SSL VPNs are more difficult to set up than IPSec VPNs, they are much faster and offer

higher encryption rates than that of IPSec VPNs.
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D. SSL is a session layer protocol so it has no NAT or firewall transversal issues.
 

Answer: B,D

 

 

QUESTION NO: 4 
 

Which two settings are selected or configured when creating an Authentication Realm? (Choose

two.)
 

A. Authentication/Authorization Servers

B. Authentication Policies

C. Resource Policies

D. Sign-in Policies
 

Answer: A,B

 

 

QUESTION NO: 5 
 

Why should you use W-SAM rather than J-SAM for a customer? (Choose two.)
 

A. W-SAM can be used when you know the name of the application executable, but not the ports

that the application uses.

B. W-SAM has a smaller client.

C. W-SAM is not dependent on one operating system.

D. W-SAM provides multiple configuration options to capture application traffic.
 

Answer: A,D

 

 

QUESTION NO: 6 
 

Which three statements are true about the configuration of an LDAP Authentication Server on the

IVE? (Choose three.)
 

A. You can use an LDAP Authentication Server to do LDAP accounting as well as authentication.

B. LDAP can be used for both authentication and authorization purposes.

C. LDAP Authentication Server cannot provide password management capabilities like AD/NT.

D. To use the password management feature you must select the appropriate LDAP server type

from the pull down menu.

E. If you want to enable password management on any LDAP server, you need to provide an

administrator account (with write privileges to the directory) for the Admin DN.
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Answer: B,D,E

 

 

QUESTION NO: 7 
 

Which User Role UI option should you select to provide a toolbar in a fixed location at the top of

each Web page?
 

A. Framed Toolbar

B. Normal Toolbar

C. Standard Toolbar

D. Formal Toolbar
 

Answer: A

 

 

QUESTION NO: 8 
 

You want your users to be able to browse to any SSL-enabled Web site behind the IVE. All

necessary certificates have been loaded.

 

What do you need to do to accomplish this? (Choose three.)
 

A. set the "Allow browsing untrusted SSL servers" option in the User Role

B. configure a resource policy to allow access to all addresses using port 443

C. set the "Allow users to type URLs" option in the User Role

D. configure a resource policy to allow access to all addresses using protocol SSL

E. set the ewrite file:// URLs option in the resource policy
 

Answer: A,B,C

 

 

QUESTION NO: 9 
 

What is the function of the Sign-in Policy?
 

A. It controls whether or not a user can sign-in, based on role membership.

B. It controls who can access the login page, based on IP address, certificate information, Host

Checker and other criteria.

C. It controls which options are available on the login screen, based on the user's permissions.

D. It defines the URLs that users and administrators can use to access the IVE and what Sign-in

Page is associated with those URLs.
 

Answer: D
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